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On the stage inside the church, Lin Qingcheng Mo Tianji, Night One Gu Yue both couples looked
at each other with deep emotion. Today is their big day, Lin Hao also sent his and Shen Xiyan's
blessing.

"Sister, congratulations, I believe that Mom and Dad in heaven to see, will also be very
happy ......" wait until Lin Qingcheng and Mo Tianji walked down, Lin Hao got up and said to Lin
Qingcheng.

And originally was smiling Lin Qingcheng, the smile on his face slowly disappeared,
replaced by the eyes of the complex meaning more intense, silent for a while, can only force
themselves to suppress the heart of the sadness to Lin Hao smiled down.

"You guys go busy, today is your big day, do not care about me, I will leave later, so I will
not accompany you ......" Lin Hao saw Mo Tianji and night one also want to talk, then hurriedly
opened his mouth and interrupted them.

Mo Tianji night one can only smile at Lin Hao and nodded, and then went to other tables to
toast. After the four of them left, Lin Hao sat alone in his seat and drank wine.

Looking at the four people's eyes full of blessings, night one is a brother who has followed
him since childhood, as now night one can find his own happiness, Lin Hao also sincerely feel
happy for him. Mo Tianji and Lin Qingcheng's story Lin Hao also knows, those two people's story
although not as good as he and Shen Xiyan, but also similar, such lovers should be together ......



Gulp ...... Lin Hao swallowed a large mouthful of wine, he did not go to resist the effect of
alcohol, in fact, now he would like to directly drunk once, drink a big drunk ......

...? Aizen Shanshan Lu Lu Aisi? ...

Lin Hao is drinking at the wedding when the big drunk, thousands of miles away in the
Tianhai deep in the mountains, is the Cang ash fly smoke in that valley, but today suddenly arrived
a guest.

That is wearing a pure white ancient style long dress, combed with long hair with hairpins
long-haired woman, the woman seems to be very conservative, the white dress even her feet are
covered, there is no exposure. And this woman is very beautiful, the temperament on her body is
very similar to You Zi Fei, essentially they belong to the same class of people, and the difference is
that You Zi Fei can still walk to earth, this woman is like a fairy in the sky, completely not earthly
fireworks.

The woman walked to the place where Cang finally died, squatted down, sleeves flung, and
immediately the ground appeared a few tiny black dust.

The woman's thin white fingertips pinched up a black particle, frowned for a while. Take
out a white cell phone dialed a messy code, vermilion lips lightly said: "confirmed, Cang has indeed
died, and is the most complete body death. The person who killed him is China's contemporary
heavenly pride ...... Lin Hao, the next step please elder instructions!"



After the woman finished, soon after the telephone side came the voice of reply: "Good
death! Cang oppressed us into a hundred years, die well ah. The next instructions? Well, Jiu Tian
Xuan, you do not rush back, you go to meet that true dragon of Lin, give him an invitation, if he is
convenient, can come to our mountain as a guest ......"
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"Okay Elder ......," Jiu Tianxuan hung up with a nod. Her name is Jiu Tianxuan, a very bizarre
name, her division is also very special, belonging to the hidden class, basically not involved in the
operation of anything in the mundane world. Originally, their division are always closed mountain
subconscious study of the Way. But a hundred years ago Cang went to their division a trip, broke
their mountain door. It was even that time that the seventh elder of their mountain sect, Jiu Tian Die,
followed Cang down the mountain and became Cang's daoist partner.

Yes, you purple consort's master mother, the middle-aged beauty called butterfly, the full
name of her daoist name is nine days butterfly! And the white-clothed woman who came to this
valley today, Jiu Tian Xuan, she is the eldest sister of their division, the strongest figure in the
younger generation, the realm has reached the peak of the innate patriarch degree, and the elders
within the division at the same level, in terms of authority, now twenty-nine-year-old Jiu Tian
Xuan, has been on an equal footing with the elders of their division.

The next moment Jiu Tianxuan stood up, after gently waving his sleeves, the only
remaining dozen black dust on the ground, with the wind drifted away, no longer exist.

After doing all this, Jiu Tian Xuan walked deeper into the valley, where there was a small
wooden house, the residence of Jiu Tian Die. In front of the door of the wooden house, Jiu Tian
Xuan's calm eyes had a hint of fluctuation: "Seventh Elder your initial choice was wrong ......"



Jiu Tian Xuan shook her head, looked at the meeting and then wanted to leave, just waiting
for the moment she turned around, she suddenly froze again, in front of that wooden house door
there is a wooden flute, the word Purple Concubine engraved on it, Jiu Tian Xuan's body paused,
she reached out and picked up the flute. The figure of You Zi Fei emerged in her mind, as well as
the deeds of You Zi Fei that she had heard.

"You also died, I heard that you are also because of that Lin Hao, although our division and
Cang snobbish, but in a sense you should be counted as my little sister's ......" Jiu Tian Xuan,
muttered to herself.

And as she said the two words Lin Hao, her heart became even more curious about Lin Hao.
These days even in the depths of the great mountain in the division, she always heard people in the
division talk about Lin Hao, incidentally also talk about Lin Hao's past, Lin Hao, Shen Xiyan, You
Zi Fei, Cang ......

"Although I've never met you, but I've heard that you look more beautiful than me, and you
eventually died for that Lin Hao. And rumor has it that Cang was killed by Lin Hao again. Lin
Hao ...... seems I really have to meet you with my own eyes, I'm curious, what kind of person are
you ......" Jiu Tian Xuan made up her mind after pondering in her heart for a while, and the next
moment her figure hurried towards the valley beyond The next moment her figure hurriedly walked
towards the valley beyond ...... without a trace of smoke and mirrors on her body.

At noon, Tianhai City, Lin Hao villa, Shen Xiyan quietly recuperate in the room, Shen
Xiyan still calm? Yi Shandi closed the intention to whisk the ground service? lying on the bed.
Suddenly the space outside the window fluctuated, and the next moment a white-clad Jiu Tianxuan
appeared there. She stood outside the window looking at the unconscious Shen Xiyan in the room,
and when she saw Shen Xiyan's face, she couldn't help but be frozen for a moment.



Shen Xiyan was beautiful, especially the Shen Xiyan lying quietly on the bed, although her
face was still pale, but there was an indefinable beauty in her body.

And just when Jiu Tianxuan wanted to continue to look at a few more, fierce she suddenly
felt a great danger breath. Jiutian Xuan subconsciously turned around and wanted to dodge, but
simply could not hide ......

Buzz ...... With a soft chant in the air, Lin Hao's figure appeared in front of her eyes with
a bang, his right hand instantly grabbed her neck, Lin Hao's eyes were filled with endless ice
cold ......

"Who are you ......" Lin Hao qi deadlocked Jiu Tianxuan, opened his mouth and asked icily.
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"Boom ......" Jiu Tian Xuan finally reacted the moment she was pinched by Lin Hao's neck, she was
also a top level innate sect master, her realm and battle power was in a way exactly the same as Jun

Wu Rui. The Lin Hao in front of her felt that the realm was a bit lower than her. The nine days
Xuan heart is naturally not willing to easily admit defeat, and there is another point is that she also
want to personally experience Lin Hao in the end is not as strong as the legend, after all, Lin Hao
chased Cang, according to their division's intelligence, when Cang's state is already the end of the
strong, very serious injuries, at that time even their division also moved to kill Cang's mind, just
suffering from the inability to find Cang just ......

So this moment, nine days Xuan's right foot fiercely kicked toward the root of Lin Hao's
legs, Lin Hao frowned, nine days Xuan's angle of attack is too vicious, can only let go of nine days
Xuan's neck is, then instantly burst out. And Jiu Tianxuan took this opportunity to also hurriedly fly
with Lin Hao to pull away from the distance ...... speedy on to the back of the villa swept away a
hundred meters away.



Nine days after the Xuan stand straight body, just put their full power together when.
Suddenly, with the air in front of a turbulence, ripples visible to the naked eye, Jiu Tianxuan was
shocked to see just the same burst of retreat of Lin Hao, after the body stopped, the whole person
leaned forward, and burst towards her side ......

...... a light sound of air friction came out, Lin Hao's figure appeared in front of her in an
instant, the fist without the slightest mercy on Jiu Tianxuan's head, and this moment Lin Hao did
not have the slightest reservation, this mysterious woman in white, suddenly appeared outside Shen
Xiyan's window, which This is already a violation of Lin Hao's taboo! Touched his scales, no
matter who this mysterious woman is, kill first ......

Jiu Tianxuan face changed greatly, the heart is also shocked to the extreme, if just the first
time she was Lin Hao close, it can be said that she was careless under the lack of defense, but now
this time, but Lin Hao attacked her from the front, she completely see Lin Hao's movements, but
just can not keep up with Lin Hao's speed. In desperation Jiu Tian Xuan could only swing his fist
and blast Lin Hao once ......

"Boom ......" after a loud sound from the villa, Jiu Tianxuan's body flew backwards, while
Lin Hao's body just slightly swayed, and then he once again rushed to the side of Jiu Tianxuan who
flew backwards in mid-air.

Buzz ...... The next moment before Jiu Tianxuan's body hit the ground, Lin Hao appeared
beside her and his fist smashed towards Jiu Tianxuan's chest from top to bottom ......

"Disturbing my wife's slumber, you ...... deserve to die!" Lin Hao's words were filled with
a killing machine.



At this moment Jiu Tianxuan's heart finally produced a trace of fear, she finally understood
what was wrong with this man in front of her. Yes, although this mortal Lin Hao in front of him is

only a late stage innate sect master. But this Lin Hao is walking the Extreme Dao, the Extreme Dao
Patriarch that no one has been able to break through since ancient times! Battle power can
completely cross three realms, so at this moment Lin Hao, a late innate patriarch, his actual battle
power has long since broken through to above the innate!

"Stop, I'm ......" Jiu Tian Xuan felt Lin Hao's killing chance and hurriedly opened her
mouth, only before she could finish her words, Lin Hao's fist had already fallen, Jiu Tian Xuan's
heart was bitter, and she had no choice but to rush to protect her heart with both arms to defend
against this attack from Lin Hao.

"? Chak closes dye whisk wu zero zero love? Boom ......" Another loud sound came out,
and Jiu Tian Xuan's body was directly smashed down to the ground by Lin Hao fiercely.

Poof...... landed on the ground after the mouth of Jiu Tian Xuan violently spurted out a
mouthful of blood, but she did not dare to have the slightest stay, she knew that today this

misunderstanding is big, Lin Hao even Cang have chased and killed for three days and three nights,
let alone her, she also understood that just now her unintentional actions, the Lin Hao stimulated,
now Lin Hao's heart is to identify her as an enemy.
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The next moment Jiu Tianxuan's face was strangely red, then her whole body stuck to the ground,
directly transient to a dozen meters away, under the emergency Jiu Tianxuan no longer the slightest
fluke on the use of the division's secret method, of course, this cost is also quite large, but now she

had to use, because Lin Hao is really going to kill her ......



Sure enough in the instant that Jiu Tian Xuan's body just transiently moved out, she fell
where a large pit appeared, is Lin Hao kicked out, it is not difficult to imagine, if she just did not
use the secret method of the division to escape, now she is afraid to have become a mess of

meat ......

"Hmm? Not bad stance ......" Lin Hao, who stepped on the air, saw that the mysterious

woman had actually escaped and could not help but frown, but then his body also swayed and
chased towards Jiu Tian Xuan again at a very fast speed.

Boom boom boom ...... Soon in the backyard of the villa, Lin Hao and Jiu Tianxuan blasted
each other again and again, only with each blast, Jiu Tianxuan's face became paler and paler, and
the blood at the corners of her mouth became more. Her stance is good, but it is not able to be used
uninterruptedly, after each use, the next use before the interval of one second. And it is this second
of time, Lin Hao is enough to catch up with her.

Not to mention a second, even half a second is enough for Lin Hao. So Jiu Tian Xuan just
two or three times with Lin Hao, she was completely defeated, can only flee, simply unable to resist,
her injuries have become more and more serious, she wanted to explain to Lin Hao, but found that
Lin Hao simply do not give her the opportunity to speak. Nine days Xuan heart this moment already
have fear ......

She was previously in the division, is the strongest existence in battle, although there are
several elders are also the same realm as her, but those people are old. And their division has been
living outside the mundane world for a long time, they have always been pretentious, believing that
they are people in cultivation and look down on the people of the mundane world, so over time Jiu
Tianxuan also has this mentality. Thinking that they are a high fairy, looking down on the people
and things of the mundane world, but today she regrets, very, very much ......



Buzz ...... Jiu Tian Xuan figure once again instantaneously moved out, dodging Lin Hao's
sure kill blow, she just got another moment to use the secret method ......

Jiu Tian Xuan successfully dodged Lin Hao's attack, but she did not have time to be happy
when suddenly her side four? The ground Wu Jie Pao Pao Pao Pao Wu Lu? Week, four figures
appeared, three men and one woman, the moment these four people appeared, even hands on her
sniper. Just used the secret method of Jiu Tian Xuan simply too late to react, those four people's
attacks have all fallen on her body ......

"Bang ......" a monstrous loud sound came out, even the specially made tempered glass of
Lin Hao's villa appeared to tremble for a moment before Jiu Tianxuan's figure landed on the ground
with a bang.

Poof ...... landed after the Jiu Tianxuan, mouth spurted out a large mouthful of black blood,
even mixed with some internal organs fragments, so she finally no longer have any hint of resistance,
seriously injured, the secret method of instantaneous transfer can no longer be used, in other words,
she has lost all the cards, Jiu Tianxuan's face appeared a trace of despair.

After Jiu Tianxuan half dead, the four people who just sniped her, also finally slowly fell to
the ground. The four people who had just sniped at her finally fell to the ground slowly. Hers was
Jun Wuhuo, who had arrived from Yanjing, Bai Hu, and Night One and Mo Tianji, who had come
from the wedding site at a great speed. Four people landed, the first time divided into four directions
to the seriously injured Jiu Tianxuan completely blocked surrounded ......
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Jiu Tian Xuan shocked, Lin Hao is not much better, how he did not expect Jun Wu Regret and

others will come over, and night one and Mo Tianji is not holding a wedding? How come they also

appeared here?



"Brother Jun, why are you guys here?" Lin Hao asked to Jun Wu Regret in confusion.

Jun Wu Regret looked at the fallen on the ground was badly injured, lost combat power Jiu
Tian Xuan said to Lin Hao: "Oh, brother Lin some things you do not do consider, I have to do ah,
this land under our feet, too big ah. We know there is only one Cang, but did you forget about that
daoist couple of Cang? How did she appear? And where did she come from?"

"Hmm? How?" Lin Hao he really hadn't paid attention to this point himself, and now that

he was said so by Jun Wu Ren, his heart was suddenly tense, one Cang had already caused them
such a great loss, if there were still a few other hidden figures like Cang in the land of China, it
would be really troublesome in the future. So Lin Hao's eyes immediately became gloomy.

Jun Wu Regrets see Lin Hao that look, also know Lin Hao may be misunderstood, so
hurriedly waved his hand and said: "Oh, you do not need to be anxious, I first say a little ah, Cang
kind of character, not to mention our China, even the whole world before there is only one of him,
Cang died, look at the world today, still have the innate master above the battle power of only you
so a ......"

Jun Wuhuo continued after a pause: "But this world now although there is no innate above

the character, but there are still many innate pinnacle of the hidden power, we still have a Chinese
Xia, you say right? The fairy of the Nine Heavenly Clans? Hmm?" Jun Wu Ren said at the end,
deeply glanced at Jiu Tian Xuan who was lying on the ground with a pale face.

Jiu Tian Xuan's pupils shrank, and he also gave Jun Wu Regret a deep glance and slowly

said, "Not bad, Master Jun is really knowledgeable, but our division has no grudge against your Jun
Family and the Lin Family, is it appropriate for you to strike at me rashly?"



Jun Wu Ren sneered unconcernedly, "Hehe ...... I advise you to put away your set in front
of me, the Nine Heavens Sect, to put it nicely, isn't it just a bunch of stinky rats that have been
oppressed by Cang for a hundred years? What, Cang was killed by us, you want to come out to
jump and jump? Since you chose to be a rat back then, you should stop thinking about coming out
of the world. When we had a duel with Cang, you didn't come out and stood by and watched. Now
you are out, want to pick the peach? Do you think that's possible?"

Jun Wu Ren said, then stepped forward and squatted in front of Jiu Tian Xuan, reached out
and pinched Jiu Tian Xuan's chin, sneering, "I was imagining a peak Innate Sovereign like you, in
your division, there are not many of them, right, kill you, and then Lin Hao and I will go and
destroy your Jiu Tian Sect, won't it be more convenient?"

Jiu Tian Xuan's face changed greatly, she herself was not afraid of death, but if the sect was
then involved in the destruction of the sect, she could not just sit and wait for death. She could see
that Jun Wu Ren had no good feelings towards their division, so the only one who could save her
now was Lin Hao, and Lin Hao was also the strongest person on the scene. The strongest one in the
world today.

So Jiu Tian Xuan turned his gaze to Lin Hao and looked at him and said, "Master Lin, today
is my fault, I shouldn't have come to disturb Madam without your permission again, I'm sorry. But
please believe me, I really don't have the slightest malice towards you ......"

Lin? Di Wu Di Yi Zero West Land? Before Hao could say anything, Jun Wu Rui said in a

cold voice: "Heh, not the slightest bit of malice? Then how about the fact that the elders of your

division are Cang's daoist couple? And are you forgetting or are we forgetting that your division's
elder, that Jiu Tian Die, is also dead, so how can we believe that you would have no malice?"



Jiu Tian Xuan's heart was bitter, what Jun Wu Regret said was true, their division's elder
also died, under the formal deduction, their division must be looking for Lin Hao Jun Wu Regret's
revenge. Just the fact that they are really not.

Jiu Tian Xuan was afraid that Lin Hao thought too much, hurriedly continued: "Lin family
master, please believe, our division really did not want to avenge the seven elders, and Jiu Tian Die
elders, when following Cang down the mountain, we have been expelled from the division. Her
death or life we do not care, please do believe me, our division really has no malicious intent ......"
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Lin Hao originally did not want to pay attention to this Jiu Tianxuan, this kind of woman who
thought she was above the world and looked down on the people, he was also very disgusted in his
heart. But just when he wanted to turn around and leave, his eyes suddenly stared, because he saw
a flute hanging around Jiu Tianxuan's waist, which still had Zi Fei's name engraved on it.

Lin Hao walked up to Jiu Tian Xuan, reached out and took the flute off her waist, and
looked at the Purple Concubine's name on it. A hint of complexity rose up in his heart. You Zi Fei,
Lin Hao has guilt in his heart for You Zi Fei. That as a child has been shouting him brother, brother,
has been following his snot, the last is for him, with his own body meteoric to Cang poisoning, and
the You Zi Fei's father You Hei in that battle, also fell away the same.

"purple consort ......" Lin Hao mouth muttered a sentence, more than a trace of sadness in
his eyes. You Zi Fei once killed hundreds of people in the Lin family, Lin Hao hate? Hate, but you
purple consort that way again to confuse the Cang, for the last in the wedding poisoning preparation.
So if this Lin Hao still hate? Especially in the end, you Zi Fei also died at the wedding site. The
woman who wanted to marry him. The woman who wanted to marry her with all her heart, but
ended up losing everything she had for him ......



"Was it worth it? Is it really worth it ......" Lin Hao's mouth murmured, his eyes were a
little moist. And with Lin Hao's murmuring, the people around, whether it was Jiu Tian Xuan, or
Jun Wu Regret and others, all stopped talking.

"Where to? Erzai Wu Ai Serving Zero Shan? s?" Lin Hao's voice was a little hoarse as he
asked to Jiu Tianxuan.

Jiu Tian Xuan froze, she was suddenly subdued by that sadness that pervaded Lin Hao's
body, she couldn't imagine how such strong sadness could well up from a person.

Jiu Tian Xuan froze for a moment and then hurriedly said, "It was brought from that valley

of my senior sister, I have never seen my senior sister, but I know her story, she is a good
woman ......"

Lin Hao nodded, no longer talking to Jiu Tian Xuan, but stood up and said to Jun Wu

Regret: "Brother Jun, let her go ...... is my request to you ......"

Jun Wu Regret silent, the expression on his face became grave, staring at Lin Hao said,
"You and I brother, in the future do not say this to the old man again, your tone makes me very
unhappy!"

"Get lost ...... next time you dare to come, I'll slaughter your division!" The next moment
Jun Wu Ren fiercely drank at Jiu Tian Xuan.



Jiu Tian Xuan knew she guessed right, and sure enough Lin Hao could only let her go, she
staggered to her feet and limped towards the door.

"Big brother ......" Just as Jiu Tian Xuan was about to walk to the door, Night One and Mo

Tianji hurriedly called out to Lin Hao. Jun Wu Xuan was now angry with Lin Hao and did not want

to pay attention to him. The two of them understood and knew that Jun Wu Regret was right, after
all, they had killed an elder of the other side, people are all suspicious of each other, who can
guarantee that if they let this Jiu Tian Xuan go today, the other side will not retaliate afterwards?
And Jiu Tianxuan was also seriously injured by them today, who can be sure that she will not have
hatred in her heart? Who can be sure that she will not have hatred in her heart? If this kind of

character has a hatred, the back will be very troublesome ......

Lin Hao heart more and more tired, now Shen Xiyan still has not woken up, still in a coma,
for the outside world of any matter, even if the sky is turning over, he no longer care, and do not
want to get involved in something.

Lin Hao waved his hand and said, "Night one, Tianji, you guys go and accompany Gu Yue
and my sister, after all, today is still the day of your wedding, I'm tired, let's talk about things
later ......"

After saying that, Lin Hao looked at Jun Wuhuai again and said, "Brother Jun, I'm sorry,
you don't have to be angry either. I owe you Zi Fei, and we all owe the You family, don't we? Let's
talk about future matters later. I don't want to care about anything now except for Xiyan, you guys
go back, when you and Bai Hu get married, let me know, even if Xiyan doesn't wake up, I'll still be
there, sorry ......"

Lin Hao finished with the crowd, and walked alone towards the inside of the villa, his figure
fell to the extreme, the entire body of that sadness that pervades the body is more dense ......



Jun Wu Regret, White Tiger, Night One, Mo Tianji, all looked at Lin Hao's back with
incomparable complexity. This day the strongest man in the world, but living like this, the whole
person is still alive, but like a walking corpse, they all feel that the heavens are a little too unfair to
Lin Hao, a little too difficult ......

At this moment, no one is paying attention to Jiu Tianxuan, who had already walked to the
door, looked back at the scene behind her and found that no one was staring at her here. Then she
also saw Lin Hao's back. She had never seen this kind of sadness from Lin Hao on another person,
this kind of supreme heaviness ......

Somehow, a place deep inside Jiu Tianxuan was touched. Although she has always been
high and mighty, but she is not a bad person after all, she is just a little too strong. In fact, in fact,
as the first senior sister of the division, with a group of senior sisters below, she still has a good
heart. At this moment, she hesitated after looking at Lin Hao's lonesomeness, this kind of
lonesomeness of a gaijin hero.

"Lin family master ...... I know how to make your wife wake up ......" Jiu Tianxuan looked
at Lin Hao's back and spoke in a complicated manner.

Boom .................. ！！！！ Lin Hao body crazy huge trembling, fiercely turned back,
turning around, tears crumbled down ......
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Jun Wu regrets, white tiger, night one, Mo Tianji, also turned his head to look at Jiu Tianxuan, the
eyes have shock and joy.



Bang Bang ...... suddenly night one and Mo Tianji directly kneeled in front of Jiu Tianxuan,
two people said in one voice: "Please you must wake up sister-in-law, we give you to make
amends ......" after two people said, while to their chest up a punch, spraying a large mouthful of
blood, breath instantly wilted, and then so straight kneeled in front of Jiu Tianxuan, bowed his head
and no longer speak.

The first time I saw this scene, my eyes were wide open, and the behavior of the night and
Mo Tianji gave her a huge shock, so she felt a burst of brain confusion.

Seeing that even Jun Wu Ren wanted to apologize to her for speaking, Jiu Tian Xuan
hurriedly opened his mouth to Lin Hao and said, "I have to carefully check the state of Madam Lin,
I have to go in ......"

"Good ...... good ......" Lin Hao nodded with red eyes, then he hurriedly opened the door of
the room for Jiu Tianxuan himself. Nine days Xuan in going inside, wearing a white wedding dress
Gu Yue and Lin Qingcheng also ran to this side, even the wedding can not care. Before Mo Tianji

and night repeatedly received the notice of Jun Wu Regret, they rushed over, they both worried
about the accident, so they also rushed over ......

Lin Hao is now full of Shen Xiyan, and did not talk to the two of them. At this moment,
Shen Xiyan's room, a white-clothed Jiu Tianxuan, reached out and put his hand on Shen Xiyan's
pulse after feeling for a while, and then opened Shen Xiyan's eyelids to look. After examining it for
a while, she said to Lin Hao, "The brain has been damaged, our division calls it the Sea of
Consciousness ......"

"Is there a way to repair it?" Lin Hao hurriedly asked anxiously.



Jiu Tian Xuan nodded heavily and said, "Yes! There are two plants of the Implicit God
Grass deep in our division that can repair the wounds of the Sea of Consciousness on a large scale
and can allow Madam Lin to wake up ......" Jiu Tian Xuan gave Lin Hao a deep look.

Lin Hao understood, and after a moment of silence asked Jiu Tian Xuan: "What price do I

need to pay?"

Jiu Tian Xuan eyes gloomy shook his head and said, "Do not need you to pay any price, as
long as you guard China, to block the external sectarians ravaging the land of China ......"

After Jiu Tian Xuan finished, Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren were completely silent, and there
was a tremor in their hearts and minds. The fact that Jiu Tianxuan was able to say this means that
Jiu Tianxuan, as well as her sect, are righteous and an existence worthy of admiration.

Jun Wu Ren took a deep breath, bent down and gave Jiu Tian Xuan a bow and said, "I'm
sorry, I say sorry to you as well as your division, I misunderstood, I as well as you and Cang are
one ......"

"I'm sorry for what happened before ......" Lin Hao also opened his mouth and said sincerely
to Jiu Tian Xuan.

Jiu Tian Xuan shook his head and said, "It's okay, this injury will heal in half a month, and
today it's my fault for not informing you guys and barging in alone without thinking about it. I
thought I was our division today's senior sister, battle power and the highest realm of existence, the
same age I basically do not see, I did not expect this time down the mountain, directly let me meet



two, you two are really the world's most proud, is my China's blessing, this time to meet with you,
is also my honor ...... "

Jiu Tian Xuan continued after a pause: "Lin Hao, although you now believe that our division

is the right way, but I still want to say something. That is, for so many years we have not come out
of the mountains, allowing Cang to wreak havoc on the land of China, really? Shan grill Yiwu zero

west cover dye? Is our mountain gate are suppressed by Cang, more than three months ago when
Cang realm decline, we just break through the blockade, and then these three months we have been
looking for Cang, just did not find ......"

Jiu Tianxuan said here, eyes more than a trace of regret, deeply looked at Jun Wuhuai said:
"Jun family head you should have felt our presence ......"

Jun Wu Regret nodded: "Well good, in these three months or so, I then in the process of
tracking down Cang, is encountered some people of mysterious forces, did not expect to be your
people ......"

Jiu Tian Xuan also nodded: "Well, yes it is our people, please remember, our hatred with
Cang is not much smaller than yours, well words to say here it, originally Yun Shen grass I was able
to bring you over, but the elders of our division, want to see the Lin family master, Lin family
master can you go with me, to our clan as a guest?"
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Jiu Tian Xuan looked at Lin Hao when he finished speaking. Lin Hao nodded without the slightest
hesitation, "Well, okay, then we'll leave now, is that okay?" Lin Hao's heart was really eager, how
many days, more than a hundred days and nights, now finally waiting for the opportunity to let Shen

Xiyan wake up, how could he not be eager?



Jiu Tian Xuan nodded: "Well, good, then please ask Lin family master to come with
me ......" After Jiu Tian Xuan said that, he took the lead and walked out.

After Jiu Tian Xuan went out, Lin Hao suppressed the excitement in his heart, full of deep
emotion, looked at Shen Xiyan lying on the bed, turned to Lin Qingcheng and Gu Yue and said:
"Sister, Gu Yue, sorry ah, your wedding also when missed, but I have to go now, but please you two
stay? I love the Zhaosan closed zero intention Shan? Here to take care of Xiyan, others I do not feel
at ease ...... please ......"

Lin Qingcheng and Gu Yue hurriedly said, "Lin Hao you go, here we are, with us, Xiyan
will certainly be fine. The wedding does not matter, when Xiyan wakes up, we six together
again ......"

"Big Brother ......" Night One and Mo Tianji saw Lin Hao looking over towards them, they
also called out to Lin Hao.

"Please ......" Lin Hao walked up to the two men, took a deep breath and patted their
shoulders.

"Brother Jun, what about you?" Lin Hao looked at Jun Wu Regret again.

Jun Wu Regret then said to White Tiger: "You stay here too, take care of Madam Lin, you
are all women for convenience. I'll go with Lin Hao to the Nine Heavenly Clans, that clan I've
always wanted to see too ......"



White Tiger nodded in agreement, and then Lin Hao did not say anything else, and walked
out with Jun Wuhuo. Shen Xiyan side now has two innate sectarians to look after, basically nothing
can happen. In fact, he is also concerned about the chaos, with his current reputation, with his
reputation for killing Cang, no one in the world today dares to take action against Lin Hao's side.
The hidden powers do not have the guts, and the small shrimps do not have the strength.

Soon after Lin Hao Jun Wu Regret and Jiu Tian Xuan will meet, they will take a special
plane, non-stop towards Jiu Tian Xuan's division. As for Jun Wu regrets to also go, Jiu Tian Xuan
is naturally also willing, after all, Jun Wu regrets is also the world of China's Gaijin heavenly pride.

The speed of the plane was very fast, but Lin Hao's eyes still looked a little eager, and Jun
Wu Regret, who was sitting opposite him, said to Lin Hao: "Brother Lin, meditate ......"

"Well ......" Lin Hao clenched his fist, then stretched it out again and inhaled deeply.

Three hours later, the three finally came to the depths of a large mountain in western China,
where the altitude are more than a few thousand meters, the tops of high mountains, basically
covered with snow, and the Nine Heavenly Clan's mountain gate is on top of the snow-capped
mountains, it is no wonder that the world simply can not reach them, just want to get to their
mountain gate, is not an easy thing ......

Hoo ...... and ten minutes later, Jiu Tian Xuan led Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren to the top of

the mountain, when they arrived, Jiu Tian Xuan hands strike a complex seal, then a boom, the
snowy mountain has a bronze gate opened with a bang ......



"Finally arrived ......" Lin Hao clenched his fist, his mouth murmured ...... while his mood
was incomparably excited.
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After passing through the bronze door, there was a pure white world in sight, almost all the scenery
was white, houses, buildings, squares and so on were all white, giving people a feeling of
independence from the world.

Three old women with white hair and a large group of female disciples were waiting there,
and when Lin Hao appeared, they all bowed deeply to Lin Hao: "The Nine Heavenly Clans pay
respects to the Lin family master, welcome the Lin family master Jun family master to visit our
Nine Heavenly Clans, our Nine Heavenly Clans are honored ......"

Lin Hao frowned, puzzled look to the nine days Xuan, nine days Xuan eyes deep more than
a trace of emotion: "Our division was Cang suppressed for hundreds of years, I do not know how

many elders senior sister, were trapped alive in here. Here looks very actually very small, so we are
like in prison here, in a sense we are no different from prisoners. Lin family master was able to kill
Cang, in a sense is our benefactor ......"

Lin Hao nodded, he understood, people gave him face, it seems that Cang in these years,
the poisoning of the land of China is really a lot of. The next moment Lin Hao to the three elders of
the Nine Heavenly Clan, a group of disciples cupped their fists and said, "Lin Hao to meet a group
of seniors of the Nine Heavenly Clan, thank you for what you have been doing for China ......"

Lin Hao opposite the three elders of the Nine Heavenly Clan, at this moment also all raised
their heads to Lin Hao and said, "Lin family master you are welcome, guarding China is the



foundation of our mountain clan, I heard Xuan'er say that Lin family master this time, is wanting
the Yun Shen grass right?"

Lin Hao nodded, looked at the oldest elder who just spoke, said with a deep bow, "Yes, I
have to go save my wife, so please also ask the elder to cut the favor ......"

The head of the oldest elder, the eyes are a bit complicated, after a moment of silence to Lin
Hao said with a slight apology: "Lin family master, the thing is not too valuable things, just rare, not
good cultivation. But now there are still some problems, Lin family master's deeds we know very

well, not to mention the other, China's temporary gatekeepers, since ancient times are for China's
struggle, Lin family master you killed Cang, to China's land eradicated this tumor. No matter how
to say Yun Shen grass we are going to give Lin family master take away, just ......"

Lin Hao heart jumped violently, immediately rose a trace of bad premonition. Just not
waiting for him to speak, Jiu Tian Xuan already spoke up and said to the Grand Elder, "Grand Elder,
what's the problem?"

Lin Hao also hurriedly opened his mouth and asked, "Elder, what's wrong?"

"Ai ......" The Grand Elder of the Nine Heavenly Clan sighed deeply and looked at Jun Wu

Ren and said, "Please also ask the Jun family master to visit our division, we have some matters to
talk to the Lin family master alone first, is it okay? "

Jun Wu Regret also did not think much, nodded: "Well, yes, you guys go and talk, do not
worry about me, I also look at the scenery of the Nine Heavens Sect, you have a very nice view
here ......"



"Well ......" the head elder nodded, then looked at Lin Hao again and said, "Lin family
master, please also come with us, we will go together to the place where the Yun Shen grass grows,
you will know when you get there ......"

"Well ......" Lin Hao frowned deeper, no matter what, no matter what the problem is, let's
see the Implicit God Grass first. So with the three white-haired elders leading the way, Lin Hao and
Jiu Tian Xuan followed behind and went over together.

Along the way, Lin Hao followed the three elders of the Nine Heavenly Clan, into the
underground palace, which is deep in the abdomen of this great snow mountain, Lin Hao is not
worried about the people of the Nine Heavenly Clan on him, if they dare to have any calculations,
then today this Nine Heavenly Clan can be erased from the world, Lin Hao has this confidence, and
not to mention the fact that there is still Jun Wu Ren above it ......

When Lin Hao came down, Jun Wu Regret and he did not trace a glance at each other. Lin
Hao understood the meaning of Jun Wu Regret.

The three most senior elders of the Nine Heavenly Clan, plus Lin Hao and Jiu Tianxuan, a
group of five people have been walking to the deepest Nine Heavenly Clan, where there is a cold
pool, where the temperature has reached dozens of degrees below zero, but the strange thing is that
the water inside the cold pool is not frozen, the cold pool is deep, as if there is a dragon hidden in
the depths, and in the middle of the cold pool there is a large black stone, in the cracks of that stone,
there are two plants of five or six centimeters of grass growing.

The grass is white, and around itself actually emitted a white halo, very magical, and the
white halo mapped to Lin Hao, Lin Hao instantly felt the spirit for a long time that tired spirit, in
this moment have a real relaxation.



The next moment, Lin Hao could not help but stretch out his hand and let that milky white
halo shine on his fingers, and when he felt it with his heart, that mysterious feeling of coolness, it
became even stronger ......

"This is the implicit God grass, right, really miraculous, did not expect that there are such
divine things in the land of China, have a great effect on me ......" Lin Hao said with incomparable
emotion.

The most important thing is that you can't get a good idea of what you're doing. The oldest
elder beside Lin Hao, nodded and said: "Well, it's not bad, the God-bearing grass is very magical,
in fact, in ancient times, the God-bearing grass is nothing. In fact, in ancient times, this kind of
thing is not a big deal. In ancient times, the kings and princes of the royal family would pay tribute
almost every year. But now with the development of society, the earth's spiritual energy is
becoming thinner and thinner, so there is much less. According to our division's centuries of
examination, today's Yun Shen grass is afraid that only these two plants, maybe there are still
elsewhere, but simply can not find ......"
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Lin Hao nodded, then turned his head to look at the Grand Elder and asked, "Then what is the
question that the Grand Elder just said? Now Grand Elder can you clear up the confusion for me?"
After Lin Hao asked, Jiu Tian Xuan also looked at the Grand Elder and said, "Right, Grand Elder,
isn't the Implicit God Grass right here? The vitality is still so vigorous, what's wrong with it?"

The white haired Grand Elder sighed deeply and said, "No, it's not, take a look at these two
plants, is there any difference between them?" There was a deep trace of regret deep in the Grand
Elder's eyes.



Lin Hao and Jiu Tian Xuan heard the words and stared at it, then they saw that the two

God-containing grasses in the middle of the cold pool were indeed different, the one on the left
clearly grew a bit taller than the one on the right, and emitted a bit more light.

"No, these two God-containing grasses have not yet matured ......" Lin Hao after carefully
feeling for a while, he understood, without the Grand Elder telling him, he understood himself,
these two God-containing grasses in front of him, even the biggest one on the left, are not yet ripe.

The Grand Elder nodded regretfully and said: "Well, the Lin family head is right, the
induction is correct. Yes, the Implicit God Grass, our Nine Heavens Sect will naturally not hide it
for the Lin Family Master, it will be useful to Lady Lin, we will naturally offer it. But here's the
problem, they haven't matured yet ah ...... real mature Embodied God Grass, just in terms of height,
they have to grow to nine centimeters big ......"

Jiu Tian Xuan frowned and opened his mouth to ask: "Grand Elder, then if the Implicit God
Grasses are not mature, can't they save Lady Lin from waking up?" This time, Jiu Tian Xuan also
asked Lin Hao's doubts, so Lin Hao also hurriedly looked at the Grand Elder.

The Grand Elder frowned deeper, thought for a while and then shook his head and said: "I
don't know, because the God Containing Grass is very special, in fact, you all should be clear, any
divine object that can repair the divine soul, are very magical. And according to what I got from the

ancient books is that only the mature stage of the implantation of God grass will have the maximum
efficacy of ......"

Lin Hao heart thumped, eyes deadly stared at the cold pond in the implicit God grass said:
"Then may I ask, this implicit God grass still need how long to mature?"



"A few decades ......" said the Grand Elder with great regret as well.

Then the Grand Elder continued: "But if you want to take it away now, Lin family head, go
gambling, we can let you take all of these two plants, so that the certainty should be greater, but in
the end how much certainty, we are also unclear, everything is still Lin family head, you
choose ......"

Lin Hao was silent, his heart was incomparably complicated, his eyes were completely red
as he stared at the Implicit God Grass, muttering, "You just said, I'm afraid there are only these two

strains in this world, right?"

The Grand Elder nodded, did not speak again, the complex color deep in his eyes became
more intense ......

"Then can there be any way to make the Implicit God Grass mature at the fastest speed?"
Lin Hao continued to ask in a daze.

The Grand Elder was silent for a while before he spoke, "There is, in fact, if I don't say it,
you know it too, Lin Family Master, right?"

Lin Hao bowed his head and did not speak anymore, he lowered his head and saw that at

some point, just now he stretched out his finger, cracked a very small, very small opening, carefully
sensed, there is a ray of mysterious breath, from his fingertip was sucked away by that white halo,
and that ray of light in the return to the top of the yinjin grass, that yinjin grass seems to have grown
a shade taller ......



Nine days Xuan after looking at this bizarre scene for a while, his face instantly changed,
incredibly looking at the scene in front of him, said to the Grand Elder: "This ...... how is this

possible? This thing is actually sucking the life out of people?"

The Grand Elder nodded in pain: "Well, so this thing a group of elders of the Nine Heavenly
Clans, in fact, are not too fond of it, too domineering a bit, this thing is a divine object is also ......
a demonic object!"

Lin Hao was silent for a while before he looked down and asked, "If I feed it with my
vitality, with my essence, how long will they take? 依地闭洱爱伍侍侍? Before they can mature?"

The Grand Elder was silent for a longer time, and the complexity in his eyes was a little
more: "Nine days ......"

Nine days Xuan also hurriedly pursued: "Then, then we find more people will not be enough?
Collecting the strength of all people, won't it be able to ripen it faster?"

In response to Jiu Tianxuan's words, the Grand Elder was silent and stopped talking. From
the beginning to the end, from the time they entered this underground palace, the two elders of the
Nine Heavenly Clan behind the Grand Elder did not even glance at these two plants of the
Embodied God Grass, obviously they knew about it long ago.

"Grand Elder, you speak ah, in the end it is okay ah? Lin family master killed Cang, in a
sense is also our Nine Heavenly Clan's benefactor, we can not see the death without saving ah ......"
Jiu Tian Xuan anxious, one after another urged the grand elder.



"It's useless ...... it won't work ......" Lin Hao said with incomparable complexity in his
heart, he looked at the halo of the Embodied God Grass, a struggle flashed in his eyes.

"How is it useless, how is it not working?" Jiu Tian Xuan subconsciously asked to Lin Hao.
She found that compared to her, Lin Hao was the one who was more like the elder brother of this
Nine Heavens Sect, because Lin Hao actually knew more about the Implicate God Grass than she

did. And to know, before she brought Lin Hao to the Nine Heavens Sect, Lin Hao didn't know
about the Implicit God Grass at all.

Lin Hao didn't answer Jiu Tian Xuan's words, but froze his head down and asked the Grand
Elder, "Will I die?"

The Grand Elder was completely silent, sighed deeply and bowed her head, because this
question, she also did not know, she also did not know how to answer Lin Hao ......

"Okay, I know ......" Lin Hao did not wait for the answer from the Grand Elder, in fact, he
already understood ...... there is no need to ask any more ......
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